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ABSTRACT

The goal of this project is maximize the performance of the telemetering system for
the INCA cubesat mission using what we are learning in class to develop tests to figure
out the optimal selection of frame scheme, data rate, and modulation technique based
on the requirements of the mission. This project will help me learn about different
modulation techniques and give me real world experience testing a telemetry system.
I will evaluate my results through a comparison of the error rates for the different
modulation schemes and do statistical analysis to show the reliability of the data.
The results will be useful to any future mission that implements the same satellite
communication system including future missions at NMSU.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The small satellite field is rapidly growing as a result of improvements in technology allowing
small satellites to perform missions that can have a real scientific impact at a fraction of the
cost and time an equivalent large satellite would require. Cal Poly developed the cubesat
standard which is the most common small satellite standard, where 1U(1 Unit) is defined as
10 cm cubed, with 91 launches in 2013. NMSU is currently working on a 3U cubesat called
INCA (Ionospheric Neutron Content Analyzer) whose primary mission is to improve the
technology readiness level (TRL) of the innovative new neutron detector that was created
by a joint collaboration between NASA Goddard and the University of New Hampshire. The
secondary mission is to collect enough neutron data to show the latitudinal dependance which
will then be used to improve space weather models at the Air Force Research Labs Space
Weather Center of Excellence and NASA. The INCA spacecraft is a 3U with deployable solar
panels and a mix of dipole and patch antennas that uses an command and communication
board made by Tyvak specifically for cubesat missions. It will use Near Space Launch?s
Simplex board to communicate GPS, system health and a neutron count over the Globarstar
satellite network. This project will focus on use of the Tyvak UHF 70cm radio which has
a frequency range of 400-470MHz, RF output power of 0.1, 0.5 or 1W, support for FSK,
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GFSK, MSK, GMSK, PSK, and OQPSK, as well as data rates from 1.2 to 250kbps. Since
the Globalstar network costs on a per bit basis, we will use the UHF radio to downlink the
collected science data and related metadata to the satellite ground station at NMSU.

For my senior capstone project I setup a satellite ground station on the roof of Thomas &
Brown that works on either VHF or UHF amateur bands. It is composed of two yagi antennas
on a azimuth and elevation automated rotor system for full sky view and then a ICOM 9100
transceiver, Kantronics TNC, and computer to control the rotor and receive/send data. It
is even setup for remote control and will ideally be completely automated. We proved the
system worked by pinging the ISS repeater multiple times and I got my amateur radio license
in the process (KF5UIP).

I can look at other missions and how they performed using a certain modulation scheme
for comparison purposed, but it?s hard to compare without same hardware on satellite. The
hardware we are using has flown before so I will attempt to get data from those missions.
This project is also useful to other cubesat missions using the Tyvak communication system
including the future ones NMSU is planning. Projects like this exist for other cubesat
hardware but I didn?t find any for the Tyvak hardware specifically.

2 MISSION OVERVIEW

2.1 Mission Details

Neutrons are an important element in several space weather phenomena that affect the safety
of space-based and airborne assets. Understanding the neutron environment in space can
improve our ability to predict space weather and help mitigate the risk the dynamic space
environment has on DoD systems.

An essential element in the comprehension of space weather is to understand the ac-
celeration of particles taking place on and near the Sun during solar flares and coronal
mass ejections (CMEs). Measurements of neutrons, gamma rays and solar energetic par-
ticles (SEPs) provide a way to decouple the complex physical processes of acceleration so
that they can be better understood. For example, solar neutrons are produced over a wide
range of energies when flare accelerated protons and ions interact with the ambient solar
atmosphere. Observations of the solar neutron spectrum will provide information on the
accelerated particle population. This information cannot be extracted from measurements
of SEPs alone, since SEPs production is believed to be a combination of flare and CME
driven shocks. In addition, the arrival time of solar particles at Earth provides clues about
propagation. Neutrons, being charge-zero, travel directly to Earth and do not suffer the
path augmentation caused by the interplanetary magnetic fields. Although the correlation
is not perfect, the intensity of the neutron and gamma emission from a flare is a good mea-
sure of the flare?s potential for space weather impact on Earth. This is an example of how
multi-particle observations can provide insight into the underlying physics of space weather.

There are 3 neutron sources the INCA spacecraft will be investigating; air shower, albedo
and solar. These high energy neutrons, in the range of 1-20MeV, can cause single event upsets
in spacecraft and aircraft which cause undesirable behaviors such as corrupted data, CPU
interrupts and halts, and unplanned events. Neutrons can bypass radiation protection and
interact with integrated circuits causing cascades of harmful particles within the spacecraft.
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That’s why a better understanding of ionospheric neutron content is crucial for protecting
DoD assets.

The primary customer in this venture is AFRL?s Space Weather Center of Excellence,
based in the Space Vehicles Directorate at Kirtland AFB, Albuquerque, New Mexico. Re-
searchers at AFRL, and other space weather facilities, will be the recipients of the neutron
data the INCA Mission will produce. INCA?s secondary customer is UNH, who is in the pro-
cess of adapting the SPRINGS Neutron Detector for use as INCA?s primary payload. Other
stakeholders in the mission are NASA?s Goddard Space Flight Center (providing technical
support and building the flight unit of the detector), New Mexico Space Grant Consortium,
and the Harris Corporation (both providing monetary support).

The customers? requirements are that NMSU develop a satellite around the UNH Neu-
tron Detector and, once launched, facilitate the gathering, initial processing, and retrieval
of data from that Detector. These requirements will be verified by comparing data received
from the INCA spacecraft to data generated based on current neutron models. The mission
shall be deemed a success if the similarity between the experimental data and simulation
data is statistically significant. Having metadata of time, location, and detector orientation
added to the neutron flux data will greatly enhance the current state of the art in the knowl-
edge of neutron content?s ties to space weather. This will, in turn, help to better define the
effect of neutrons on Department of Defense (DoD) and other assets at high altitudes and
in Low Earth Orbit (LEO).

2.2 Spacecraft Design

In order to accomplish this mission we have designed a 3U Cubesat and avionics to support
the Neutron detector payload. The silicon photomultiplier based neutron detector will have
two cylinders of organic crystal scintillator specifically engineered to maximize a pulse shape
discrimination between neutron and gamma particles. The scintillators will be roughly one
foot apart taking up a 1u by 1u by 2u portion of the 3u satellite, with the satellite bus
taking up the remaining portion. Since these high energy neutron travel close to the speed
of light, 1ft per nanosecond, we need ns second resolution electronics which is reasonable.
This is why this mission is suited for a 3u satellite because any smaller and you won’t have
enough power for the electronics necessary. It’s critical for accurate measurements for the
Spacecraft to be as small as possible because high energy particles can generate neutrons
from interacting with the mass of the satellite.

The spacecraft command board and is the Intrepid, which is a COTs part from Tyvak
built around an 400MHz ARM processor. The UHF radio is also from Tyvak and designed to
work with the Intrepid command board. The UHF radio will be described in more detail later
in the document. Another S-band transceiver will be used to talk to the GlobalStar satellite
network and send down the data and meta-data for minimum success such as neutron count,
health status, and GPS. This allows us to track the satellites location more consistently and
within minutes of activation instead of having to wait for a pass over the NMSU Ground
Station. We are building a custom solar panel array like shown in Figure 2. The INCA
spacecraft will use sun sensors to determine the attitude and magnetometers to point the
deployable solar array at the sun in order to maximize power generation and increase the
chance to detect a solar neutron.
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Figure 1: SiPM Neutron Detector Breakdown
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Figure 2: 3U INCA Cubesat with Deployable Solar Array. Image from Clyde Space
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2.3 Mission Success Criteria & Objectives

The Full Success Criteria is to use ?primary option? payload (both halves of the UNH
Detector), attitude determination and control to face the Sun at all times (necessary for
neutron experiment), gather neutron flux and direction data and location, altitude, and
time metadata for one full month, process Neutron data onboard, and successfully transmit
processed data to a ground station for formatting and delivery to the customers.

The Minimum Success Criteria is to use a ?descoped? payload (only back half of the UNH
Detector), Gather neutron flux and direction data and location, altitude, and time metadata
for one full week, and successfully transmit raw data to a Ground Station. Therefore, even in
the worst case, the telemetering system is critical to mission success and should be optimized
accordingly.

There are a number of science mission objectives that must be achieved before the mission
can be declared a success as follows:

• 1. INCA’s primary mission objective is to demonstrate the functionality of SiPM-
based neutron spectrometer in Low Earth Orbit.

• 2. INCA’s secondary mission objective is to gather neutron flux data and corresponding
latitude metadata from at least three latitudinal zones.

• 3. INCA?s tertiary objective is to correlate that data with time and latitude depen-
dence in relation to solar protons.

• 4. INCA’s quaternary objective is to detect a primary solar neutron event.

2.4 Mission Requirements

The mission requirements dictate the design of the spacecraft and flow down from the scien-
tific requirements for the payload. The primary scientific requirements are shown in Figure
3. These requirements along with estimates for the frequency the payload will detect a neu-
tron will determine how much telemetry data we will have to send back to the ground which
will ultimately impose requirements on the telemetering system.

3 TELEMETERING SYSTEM

3.1 Satellite Hardware

The main component of the satellite’s telemetry system hardware is the Tyvak UHF transceiver.
Like previously mentioned we are also including a NSL Simplex S-band radio but since this
talks with the GlobalStar satellite network we don’t have the ability to adjust the teleme-
try system besides the placement of the patch antenna, so the focus of this project was on
the Tyvak UHF hardware. The UHF radio is based on the AX5042 transceiver, interfaces
directly with the linux-based Tyvak command board and will work in conjunction with two
deployable monopole tape spring antennas. The use of two monopole antennas (Figure 4)
results in a lower gain than a V-shaped dipole, but optimizes the the alignment of the signal
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Figure 3: Primary Mission Requirements for INCA

polarization since the INCA spacecraft will be spin-stabilized throughout it’s mission. The
spacecraft structure acts as the ground for the antennas.

The UHF radio is tuned for use on the 70cm Amateur Radio Band and can be used in
the 400 to 470MHz and 800 to 940MHz ranges. The radio was tuned to 437.325MHz for this
project which allows me to utilize my Technician Class license to test. The radios transmit
power has a max of 3 watts and also includes software agile frequency, data rate, filtering and
modulation. The modulation techniques that are supported are FSK, GFSK, MSK, GMSK,
BPSK and OQPSK, which will be discussed more later. Data rates from 1.2 to 200kbps are
allowed although the common 9600 bps rate was used for this project. The Tyvak UHF radio
has a receive sensitivity from -108 to -115dBm at 9600 bps using FSK modulation. The RF
amplifier efficiency is around 40% and it uses AX.25 packet protocol on top of IP Packets to
allow networking capabilities. This packet scheme is discussed in more detail later.

3.2 Link Channel

There are a lot of effects and parameters that can interfere with signal propagation between
the INCA spacecraft and the NMSU Ground Station. The main link parameters that af-
fect the system performance are transmitter and receiver antenna gains, distance between
transmitter and receiver, the transmitter output power, receiver noise temperature, and at-
tenuation sources. Although we have several launch options and a wide acceptable altitude
range, the INCA spacecraft will most likely be launched from a Nanoracks deployer on the
ISS which gives it an approximate altitude of 350km and inclination of 51 degrees. These
values were used in the simulations and link analysis.
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Figure 4: Tyvak deployable tapespring antenna configuration

3.2.1 Sun Intrusions

The ground station will be operating remotely without an operator for the majority of the
time, so we can expect to lose some data to saturation caused when the ground station
antennas tracking an INCA pass point at the sun as well, but this is not common. The
main way to mitigate the loss in performance because of solar intrusion is to avoid pointing
the receiver antennas at the sun; the pointing software could be programmed to keep track
of the sun and actively avoid it but our plan is to simply make sure the satellite can store
enough data that a missed pass can be handled and not backup the downstream of data.

3.2.2 Diffraction & Terrain Fade Margin

Except for some performance loss near the horizons diffraction and terrain fade margins will
not be a major factor in the INCA telemetering system since the ground station has a clear
view of the sky.

3.2.3 Rain Effects & Antenna Wetting

We also learned about how rain can affect radio propagation paths by attenuating the signal
and increasing the system temperature but these affects are only a major concern for signals
above 10GHz, which is why the UHF band including the INCA signal at 437.325MHz is
a common band for small satellite communications. The UHF band also avoids antenna
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wetting effects as well as the fact that the ground station uses yagi instead of dish antennas.

3.3 Ground Station Hardware

The NMSU Satellite Ground Station implements two M2 yagi antennas, one for both VHF
and UHF, that are mounted on a rotor system on the roof of Thomas & Brown which allows
automated pointing control with 360 degree azimuth and 180 degree elevation. The antennas
feed into lightning arrestors and then low-noise amplifiers. The coaxial cables then take
the signal to the ICOM-9100 transceiver inside Thomas & Brown. The Kantronics 9612+
terminal node controller is also setup for AX.25 packet communication like the Tyvak UHF
radio. A desktop computer then interfaces with the Kantronics TNC, tracks the satellite
passes from orbit data and runs the program that controls the rotors.

3.4 STK Simulation Analysis

A simulation of the INCA cubesat mission was created in AGI’s STK software. This program
allows for 3D simulation of the satellite’s orbit based on the desired altitude and inclination.
I used the 350km orbit and 51 degree inclination based on the ISS launch and was able to
simulate a ground station at NMSU as well. Then by including the antenna characteristics
like gain, power, and line losses. The STK program was able to generate a minimum,
maximum and average time in seconds that the link would be available for communication
between the spacecraft and ground station. The minimum access time was 6 seconds, the
maximum was 11 minutes and the average access time was 8 minutes.

3.5 Data Budget

Taking these link access results from STK, along with the data budget of 77300 bits per
neutron detection (including metadata), we can analyze if the standard 9600 bit rate is
sufficient to downlink the data. An average pass of 8 minutes will bring down 60 neutron
measurements and metadata. We have estimated that we will detect a neutron event on
average about once every ten minutes so this should be more than enough downlink speed
even when the satellite doesn’t pass the ground station for many orbits.

3.6 Link Budget

The summary of all the previous information was then used to create a link budget based on
the spacecraft hardware, link channel, ground station hardware and STK simulation. The
link budget is simply a summation of the telemetering system gains and losses in dB that
allows link designers to evaluate if they will meet the required link margin. The equations
from chapter 11 of the Intro to PCM textbook were used to calculate the values like path
loss and the system hardware gains and losses were either measured, like the coax-cable loss,
or taken from the respective datasheets. Both a downlink and uplink budget was created
because the link margin both ways must be verified, however because the ground station
transceiver is much less constrained by size and power the downlink from the satellite to the
grounds station is usually the crucial link.
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The downlink budget is shown in Figure 5 and as you can see there is a 12.69dB margin
for the link after all the gains and losses are accounted for. The atmospheric, ionospheric,
and rain losses were included in the link budgets but are negligible as discussed previously.

The uplink budget is shown if Figure 6 and because of the powerful 75W ground station
transciever there is a large 37.77dB margin on this link.

3.7 Data Format

The science, meta-data and housekeeping data have been formatted in conjunction with
NASA’s Goddard Spaceflight Center who is the primary builder for the neutron detector
payload. We have developed an Interface Control Document (ICD) with them and a ba-
sic format for the science data and meta-data the payload will be passing to the Intrepid
command board.

The UHF radio utilizes AX.25 with IP packet encapsulation. The AX.25 frames are
standard to the AX.25 Information Frame format. The UDP and IP headers used are also in
the standard network format. This packet format allows batch packet operations. The AX.25
packet simply encapsulates a UDP/IP or TCP/IP packet so that packets can be routed to
listening applications on the Intrepid command board. Using the applications unique port
numbers, you can then command single processes from the ground by specifying the port
number and spacecraft IP address. This can even be done using existing linux utilities like
ftp.

It also uses non-return-to-zero inverted (NRZI) as the waveform encoding format to
prepare the digital signal for transmission. NRZI transitions if the bit being transmitted is a
logical one and remains the same if the bit is a logical zero. NRZ code only requires half the
baseband bandwidth at a given data rate compared to that required my Manchester code.
For NRZI, clock recovery can be difficult with NRZI so precautions must be taken to avoid
long series of zeros.

3.8 Modulation

After establishing that the telemetering link channel was sufficient, the goal of the project was
to analyze which of the supported modulation techniques was the best by sending test data
using each and comparing bit-error-rates. However, this proved to be more of a challenge
than previously anticipated. I was able to setup the satellite hardware with test data that
it can transmit using the different modulation schemes. Although the Tyvak UHF radio
modulation scheme can be changed via software fairly easily, software for receiving other
than FSK proved to be a challenge to find and implement. The Kantronics TNC uses FM
so it is capable of handling FSK, GFSK, MSK, and GMSK but not the PSK modulations.
I am currently trying to use a NooElec Software Defined Radio as the receiver for the other
modulation techniques but haven’t worked with a software defined radio before. In the
longer run, we are ordering another Tyvak UHF radio for testing purposes and so we can
load/change the software without having to go inside the clean room with the flight hardware.
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Figure 5: Downlink Budget
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Figure 6: Uplink Budget
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Figure 7: Science Data Format

Figure 8: AX.25 + IP Packet Frame
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3.8.1 FSK

Frequency-shift keying uses discrete frequency changes in the carrier wave to transmit digital
information.

3.8.2 GFSK

Gaussian frequency-shift keying changes the frequency at the beginning of each symbol period
and uses a gaussian filter to smooth the transitions. This reduces the sideband power but
increases the chance of intersymbol interference.

3.8.3 MSK

Minimum-shift keying the difference between the high and low frequencies is half the bit
rate so the 0 and 1 bits are half a carrier period offset. MSK is one of the most spectrally
efficient forms of FSK.

3.8.4 GMSK

Gaussian minimum shift keying puts the data through a gaussian filter before applying MSK
and is used in the GSM mobile phone standard.

3.8.5 BPSK

Binary phase-shift keying simply uses two phases that are 180 degrees apart to distinguish
between the digital bits. It is the most robust PSK since the constellation points are as far
apart as possible.

3.8.6 OQPSK

Offset quadrature phase-shift keying uses four phase values to transmit which correspond to
the four possible values of two logic bits. The offset means the in-phase components never
shift at the same time and it works at a lower power level than GMSK.

Taking into consideration all of the performance characteristics of these supported mod-
ulation techniques, all of them should work fine considering the relatively large link budget
margin. Besides that it is hard for me to anticipate which would perform the best besides
the fact that BPSK is inherently robust and therefore might reduce errors.

3.9 Error Checking

The plan has always been to use checksums in the data for error checking purposes, but
now that we learned about the (7,4)Hamming I plan to evaluate using this method for error
checking since it can detect any error. Using this with the verify and execute command
protocol will really solidify our telemtry system against transmission errors. Like with the
modulation techniques I plan to perform ground tests with different error checking as well.
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Figure 9: Linux RF configuration for UHF radio on INCA
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4 CONCLUSIONS

According to the results of this project, the INCA Spacecraft has reasonably large link
margins for a Cubesat. This is most likely due to the high-quality equipment in the ground
station as well as the relatively low amount of science data that needs to be transmitted
back to the ground. The resulting tests of the modulation and error checking techniques will
really help characterize the system’s performance and give us a good idea of what we can
expect during in-orbit operations, which is exactly what we want to understand. The AX.25
and IP packet encapsulation was also very interesting to learn about and seems like a very
useful way to communicate with the satellite since it leverages existing standards, much like
the iNet system aims to do.

In the end, this project was a great real-world application of the telemetering system
knowledge that we covered in class. Not only did it help solidify my knowledge but also make
headway on developing the INCA spacecraft system. The project included the majority of
the topics since it incorporated an entire telemetering system, but also allowed me to work
on specific applications such as the link budget, which is now much more accurate.
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